Let us make the world revolve around you.

Embodying the allure and glamour that is Los Angeles, our spa offers an urban oasis at the heart of the city. Experience red carpet worthy pampering and feel like a true Hollywood star within our elegant sanctuary featuring private relaxation areas, seven rooms, cold plunge showers, hair and nail salon, couple’s suite and spa boutique.
Inspired by leading product lines and the abundant natural resources of our Southern California locale, our spa offers a variety of treatments infused with the spirit of classic Hollywood. From the champagne greeting and elegantly styled sanctuary, to poolside Yoga and therapies featuring locally grown ingredients, our spa reflects the very best of the Angeleno style.

GARDEN TO GLAMOROUS SEASONAL SCRUB
60 MINUTES OR 50 MINUTES
Indulge in a seasonal treatment that embodies the ‘farm to table’ philosophy of using freshly harvested, natural ingredients—many sourced from our rooftop garden. This full body exfoliation combines in-season herbs and botanics specifically chosen for their restorative properties, with a soothing scrub and body-quench for a fresh and fragrant experience. Treatments change seasonally.

Includes: Application of scrub and hydrating massage

CHAMPAGNE & SHIMMER BODY TREATMENT
60 MINUTES
Step into the life of a star with this signature treatment inspired by Hollywood’s Golden Era that leaves skin firm, silky and glowing. Champagne seeds and oils fight free radicals and soothe the complexion. A final dusting of 24-karat gold powder provides the ultimate indulgence and leaves a lasting luminance.

Includes: Application of scrub, hydrating massage and dusting of shimmer powder

RED CARPET RADIANCE
60 MINUTES
Indulge in a luxurious facial designed to restore skin’s vitality and reveal a bright and radiant youthful-looking complexion. The ideal treatment for immediate results prior to a special event.

Includes: Brush cleanse, Skin Radiance Mask, age-defying crystal massage, lifting mask, and Non-Surgical contouring

ROMANCE OF HOLLYWOOD EXPERIENCE
100 MINUTES
Unwind and reconnect with this unique couples’ experience; start with a synchronized tandem massage for two, performed side-by-side in our spacious and peaceful couples’ suite, followed by a fragrant bubbling spa bath with champagne.

Includes: Tailored Massage, bath for two
DEEP MUSCLE MASSAGE
80 MINUTES OR 50 MINUTES
Recharge your body with this powerful massage designed to alleviate deep-seated tension and muscular stress. Using deep movements and stretching techniques concentrated on specific areas of concern to relieve common discomforts and sports-related tension.

RELAXATION MASSAGE
80 MINUTES OR 50 MINUTES
Unwind and de-stress with this aromatic bespoke treatment. This soothing aromatherapy massage uses light to moderate pressure and a blend of essential oils to melt away tension.

STRESS RELIEF MASSAGE
80 MINUTES OR 50 MINUTES
Relieve tired and fatigued muscles with this traditional massage using moderate-to-firm pressure to leave a feeling of revitalization and relaxation.

HOT STONE MASSAGE
80 MINUTES
A therapeutic and rejuvenating massage using warm stones and a moderate to deep pressure to intensely soothe tired, aching muscles and aid relaxation.

NATURALLY NURTURED MASSAGE
80 MINUTES OR 50 MINUTES
Nurture and nourish body and skin when you need it most with the gentle, restorative and entirely tailor-made massage. Ideal for expectant mothers after the first trimester.

COUPLES MASSAGE
80 MINUTES OR 50 MINUTES
A synchronized tandem massage experience for two, performed side-by-side with tailored techniques in our spacious and peaceful couples’ suite. To enhance the treatment, add a customized aromatherapy bath (additional costs apply).
BODY

NOURISHED GLOW
50 minutes
Reveal your smoothest, softest skin ever with this body exfoliation featuring a deeply nourishing massage and oil application.
 INCLUSIONS Full body salt and oil exfoliation, back massage and oil application.

BODY BALANCER
50 minutes
Feel the tension in your upper body melt away with this targeted, reviving massage.
 INCLUSIONS Back exfoliation and massage, application of facial oil, shoulder and scalp massage.

ULTIMATE DETOX TREATMENT
80 minutes
Reveal profoundly smooth, toned and firm skin with this highly effective and deeply detoxifying specialized treatment.
 INCLUSIONS Body exfoliation with Detoxifying Salt Scrub, iced and warm mitts, lymphatic drainage and deep stimulating massage, specialized abdominal massage.

MARULA RITUAL BODY TREATMENT
80 minutes
Balance and detoxify the body with this luscious experience featuring unique ingredients from South Africa. Fine lava crystals refine the complexion while a warming wrap allows minerals to fully penetrate, for a touchable difference to the skin’s surface.
 INCLUSIONS Body exfoliation with mineral rich mud, detoxifying wrap, scalp and facial massage, full body hydrating massage.
CUSTOM FACIAL
80 MINUTES OR 50 MINUTES
Purify, hydrate, brighten and smooth your complexion with this radiance-restoring facial that is tailored to your individual needs.
Includes: Deep-brush cleanse, skin analysis, facial exfoliation, massage and mask.Performed with ESPA products.

RED CARPET RADIANCE
80 MINUTES
Redefine skin’s vitality and reveal a bright, smooth and youthful-looking complexion. This ritual treatment for immediate results prior to a special event.
Includes: Brush cleanse, Skin Radiance Mask, age-defying crystal massage, lifting and smoothing mask, and non-surgical contouring. Performed with ESPA products.

HYDRAFACIAL
80 MINUTES OR 50 MINUTES
This skin resurfacing treatment delivers instant results. Maximizing the look of fine lines, acne and uneven skin tone whilst leaving the skin deeply hydrated. Highly effective with multiple treatments.
Includes: Exfoliation, extractions, mask, LED light therapy. Performed with ESPA products.

AGE DEFYING FACIAL
80 MINUTES OR 50 MINUTES
Instantly combat the most visible signs of skin aging—smoothing fine lines and reviving youthful radiance to your complexion.
Includes: Brush cleanse, skin analysis, facial exfoliation, specialized toning facial massage, mask, scalp massage. Performed with ESPA products.

ENZYME RENEWING FACIAL
80 MINUTES OR 50 MINUTES
Instantly smooth, brighten and firm the complexion, with this deeply cleansing, naturally exfoliating advanced facial.
Includes: Deep-brush cleanse, Enzyme Peel, Rose Quartz crystal massage, lifting and smoothing mask, and 80-minute facial. Performed with ESPA products.

CALIFORNIA ORGANIC FACIAL
80 MINUTES OR 50 MINUTES
A deep cleansing facial tailored to your individual skincare needs. Featuring all-organic products developed to restore stressed skin and leave the complexion glowing.
Includes: Brush cleanse, skin analysis, steam, extraction, facial exfoliation, mask, massage. Performed with Eminence organic skincare.
THE MEN’S MASSAGE
80 MINUTES
The ultimate male escape. Unwind in style with this rebalancing and intensely relaxing treatment that includes a full body massage using heated stones, facial massage and a soothing scalp massage.

MUSCLE RECOVERY MASSAGE
80 MINUTES OR 50 MINUTES
Recharge your body with this powerful massage designed to alleviate deep-seated tension and muscular stress. Using deep movements and stretching techniques concentrated on specific areas of concern to relieve common discomforts and sports related tension.

RELAXATION MASSAGE
80 MINUTES OR 50 MINUTES
Unwind and de-stress with this aromatic bodywork treatment. The soothing aromatherapy massage uses light to moderate pressure and a blend of essential oils to melt away tension.

STRESS RELIEF MASSAGE
80 MINUTES OR 50 MINUTES
Relieve tired and fatigued muscles with this traditional massage using moderate to firm pressure to leave a feeling of revitalization and relaxation.

POWER HOUR
50 MINUTES
Intensely invigorating, this clarifying and smoothing treatment powerfully reawakens your senses, leaving you ready for anything.

THE MEN’S FACIAL
50 MINUTES
Deeply cleanse, hydrate and smooth skin, leaving your complexion visibly energized.

THE RITZ-CARLTON SPA
LOS ANGELES
HAIR SERVICES
Full salon services are available. Our talented team of stylists will complement your look for any special occasion, ensuring you are picture perfect and red carpet ready.

MAKE-UP
Professional celebrity make-up artists use the latest makeup techniques and trends for a complete makeover that brings out your best.

WAXING SERVICES
A full list of luxury waxing is available.

For Hair, Make-Up, and Waxing Service pricing and descriptions, please inquire directly with the spa at 213.763.4400.

ULTIMATE CHAMPAGNE MANICURE
50 MINUTES
This indulgent treatment provides long lasting results as deeply nourishing products work to repair, replenish, and condition your nails.
Includes: Soak, cut and file, exfoliation, cuticle work, massage, paraffin mask, polish or buff.

SHELLAC MANICURE
50 MINUTES
A revolutionary shellac lacquer is applied and set under UV lighting. Leaving you with instantly dry, incredibly durable, high shine manicure for two weeks.
Includes: Soak, cut and file, cuticle work, base and shellac application.

CLASSIC MANICURE
25 MINUTES
Essential maintenance for hands.
Includes: Soak, cut and file, cuticle work, hydrating hand massage, polish or buff.

CLASSIC PEDICURE
50 MINUTES
Maintain amazing results and keep nails in good condition with this rejuvenating treatment.
Includes: Soak, nail file and shape, exfoliation, cuticle work, hydrating foot and leg massage, polish or buff.

MARULA FOOT RITUAL
75 MINUTES
Harnessing the rich antioxidant benefits of Himalayan salt and African oils to revive tired legs and feet. This deeply hydrating, warming and skin-reparing treatment leaves the body refreshed and toes groomed to perfection.
Includes: Warming soak, nail file and shape, detoxifying exfoliation, cuticle work, massage, paraffin wrap, polish or buff.

ULTIMATE CHAMPAGNE
MAKE-UP
WAXING SERVICES
ULTIMATE CHAMPAGNE MANICURE
SHELLAC MANICURE
CLASSIC MANICURE
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BEAUTY
FACIAL UPGRADES
Upgrade your facial by choosing one or more from our list of additions. Enhancements must be purchased with a treatment.

MICRO-CURRENT
Improve muscle tone with the addition of this gentle electrical micro-current to any facial.

LIFESTYLE ANTI-AGING BOOSTERS
Boost your facial by using the technologically advanced LIFESTYLE serums and moisturizers to address all the most visible signs of aging.

EYE TREATMENT
Target deep absorption of any facial serum around the eye area with the Opal treatment.

FACIAL BOOSTERS
Select from our range of boosters, peels and masks to complement your facial experience.

HAND REVIVER
Reveal smoother skin with this exfoliating and nourishing treatment that will leave hands smooth, soft and bright.

BODY UPGRADES
Upgrade your body services by choosing one or more from our list of additions. Enhancements must be purchased with a treatment.

HOT STONE MELTER
Smooth basalt stones radiate heat deep inside the muscles to relieve tension and stress.

HAND, FOOT OR BACK REVIVER
Reveal smoother skin with this exfoliating and nourishing treatment that will leave hands, feet or back smooth, soft and bright.

MOROCCAN OIL SCALP TREATMENT
Using the strengthening properties of Moroccan Oil with a deeply relaxing scalp massage to reduce tension, condition the scalp and leave you with beautifully healthy hair.

SMOOTH & FIRM BODY BUTTER
Combine the sublime benefits of a lifting and smoothing body butter with your body massage oil for rich melting hydration to refine skin texture, soften and restore suppleness.

ENHANCEMENTS
ADVANCE BOOKINGS
We highly recommend booking Spa services in advance to ensure your preferred time, service and provider are available. Appointments for services will be reserved with a credit card. Please contact the Spa Concierge directly at 213.763.4400.

HOURS OF OPERATION
Spa Services are available Monday – Saturday, 9:00 am – 8:00 pm. Seasonal hours may apply.

CANCELLATION POLICY
If you must reschedule your Spa appointment, as a courtesy to other guests and service providers, a fifteen-minute notice is required to avoid a full charge. Cancellation of packages, gift certificates or packages valued over $750 will incur a 20% service charge as of the day of the appointment and the reservation will be released. We ask guests to consider allowing us the opportunity to make your desired service time available.

If you must cancel your Spa appointment, as a courtesy to other guests and service providers, a two-hour notice is required to avoid a full charge. Cancellation of packages, gift certificates or packages valued under $750 will incur a 20% service charge as of the day of the appointment and the reservation will be released. We ask guests to consider allowing us the opportunity to make your desired service time available.

SPAAVAILABLE
We recommend you arrive 30 minutes prior to the start of your treatment. This allows us to welcome you and introduce you to our facilities, as well as time for you to enjoy our facilities, such as our indoor pool. This allows us to provide you with the perfect setting for a truly relaxing experience.

PAYMENT
A valid credit card is required at the time of reservation. Spa services can also be charged to your guestroom.

SERVICE CHARGE
For your convenience, a 20 percent service charge will be added at check-in and distributed to the appropriate staff. Additional gratuities are a matter of personal discretion.

HEALTH CONDITIONS
Please notify the Spa Concierge and your service provider of any physical ailments, disabilities or injuries you may have. If at any time during your services, you experience discomfort, please alert your service provider immediately.

AGE REQUIREMENTS
The minimum age required for access to the Spa is 18 years. Select salon services are available to guests 15 years or older, with a parent or guardian present.

For more information, please contact the Spa at 213.763.4400 or visit us at: www.ritzcarlton.com/losangeles.